A developmental case of phonological short-term memory deficit was studied in a highly educated subject. The subject, BS, who had obtained a Ph.D. in molecular biology, demonstrated striking deficits on some short-term memory tasks, particularly for auditorily presented nonword lists. With visual presentation and with meaningful words, he often scored at a normal level. The results indicate a deficit in retaining phonological information but an ability to use visual, lexical, and semantic information to boost recall. Despite this phonological short-term memory deficit, BS scored at a normal level on a syntactic comprehension test and on reading of nonwords. He was impaired, however, on repeated list learning, learning of foreign vocabulary, and transcribing dictated materials. The implications of these results for models of shortterm memory and the uses of phonological retention in cognitive processing are discussed.
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Theories of working memory have tended to focus on the phonological aspects of memory. Because of many empirical findings implicating phonological coding in short-term memory, it has been assumed that the main functional component of verbal short-term memory is a phonological store. In the present study, we investigate a phonological short-term memory deficit which was discovered in a healthy subject, BS, with no history of disability. BS has a normal digit span, but shows a striking deficit in some auditory short-term memory tasks. In previous research, a pattern of deficits similar to that displayed by BS has been associated with poor learning of new phonological forms (Baddeley, 1993; Papagno & Vallar, 1995) and, in cases of developmental deficits, to a deficiency in the acquisition of vocabulary and other language skills, including comprehension (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990) . However, in spite of his deficit, BS has advanced to a high level of education, which calls into question the precise practical consequence of a phonological short-term memory deficit. In addition to investigating the practical consequences of such a deficit, the study below was intended to replicate the previous findings reported on this topic, as well as provide substantiating evidence for the separate roles of phonological, semantic, and lexical involvement in short-term memory.
The emphasis on the phonological nature of short-term memory is exemplified in the well-known working memory model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) . Their model postulates a peripheral storage system termed the ''phonological loop,'' which is assumed to underlie performance in verbal working memory tasks, especially span
